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Overhead Outside Drop Install (Aerial) 
1. Always Park van in direction of flow of traffic. 

a. Place cones, one in front and one behind van. 
2. Wear PPE – safety vest, hard hat, safety glasses, harness when more than 4’ off ground. 
3. Knock on door to make customer contact if possible. 
4. Always check meter number against meter number on work order to ensure you are at 

the right house. 
5. Perform a visual inspection of jobsite and take note of any potential obstacles and what 

tools you will need to overcome them. 
6. Always measure drop to confirm length and select the appropriate drop cable. 
7. Set up cable caddy at side of house and pull line out to the appropriate splice point. 

a. DO NOT lay cable across the road. 
8. Attach fiber to pole using, J-hooks, drop hangers, and zip ties where applicable. 

a. NEVER attach a drop to the mainline cable. This is never an acceptable option. 
b. Use 1 J-hook on straight-line poles and 2 J-hooks when making sharp turns. 

i. Maximum of 4 drops/MST tails per J-hook. 
c. Drip loops on bump poles should have a 10” diameter. 
d. All attachment points should be as high as the pole will allow in comm space. 

9. Continue drop run following power and attaching to each pole until you reach the house 
following the neutral side of the pole. 

a. Drop shall have slack at takeoff pole, around every 3rd pole, and at the last pole 
drop hits. For example, on a 6 span drop run the drop will have 3 slack loops 
placed. 

10. Attach drop to house using mast clamps with ram’s head for mast attachments and P-
hook for eve attachments. 

a. Do not attach to other utility mast clamps. 
b. P-hooks should not be attached to facia boards only, drop weight will damage 

facia. 
c. P-hooks should be placed on eves were fascia boards attach to beams. 

11. Use screw clips to run the drop down the exterior of the house to where NID will be 
mounted. 

a. NEVER attach drop to soffit. 
b. For eve, attach P-hooks. 
c. Lines attached to power mast are tie wrapped down power mast. 

12. Mount NID 
a. Preferred NID mounting point should be near the power meter, lining up the top 

of the NID with the bottom of the meter. 
i. If this position is not available, installer should use their best judgement 

as to the best mounting location that meets building owner’s preference 
and protects drop and NID appropriately. 

13. Bring fiber drop into the NID leaving a 10” drip loop before entry point. 
14.  Strip fiber drop jacket back using your T-handle strippers and leaving 1” of cable jacket 

in the NID. Always leave 5 feet of buffer tube coiled up in NID. 
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15.  Cut both white strength members to a length of 3” to use to secure drop into NID with 
zip ties. 

a. Be careful not to cut or break the buffer tube. 
b. Some NIDs have tie wrap spot to secure drop via jacket, not strength member lug. 

16. Strip back buffer tube and splice primary fiber to pigtail and verify light reading. 
17. Close and secure NID. 

a. Always write light reading and initials inside NID. 
18.  Do final walk around job site to ensure all garbage is picked up and tools are put away. 

Leave area better than you found it. 
 

Underground Outside Drop Install with MST (Partial) 
1. Always Park van in direction of flow of traffic. 

a. Place cones, one in front and one behind van. 
2. Wear PPE – safety vest, hard hat, safety glasses, harness when more than 4’ off ground. 
3. Knock on door to make customer contact if possible. 
4. Always check meter number against meter number on work order to ensure you are at 

the right house. 
5. Perform a visual inspection of jobsite and take note of any potential obstacles and what 

tools you will need to overcome them. 
a. Discuss with customer to see if there are any facilities that couldn’t be located 

before digging. 
6. Always measure the drop to confirm correct length and select the correct drop cable. 
7. Drop will come out of MST (drop slack will be left with MST slack on the pole) and run 

straight down the pole through screw clips. 
a. They are allowed to tie wrap up to 3 drops to original drop. Use additional clips 

for 4th drop. 
b. Drop should be attached with clips and not attached to the power conduit down 

the pole. 

c. Tech should mark the drop going out of the MST port with house number using 
a tag or label maker, to allow for fast troubleshooting if required in the future. 

8. Riser Cane / U-guard should be placed at the pole where drop goes underground. 
a. Minimum of 3ft above ground up to 10ft. 

9. Drop should be installed into CUA owned conduit when available to customer’s house. 
10. When existing conduit is not available, drop should be plowed underground close to where 

the power is located at the house. 
a. If customer requests running a different route, Tech should listen and assess their 

reason. If nothing is preventing the drop being installed as designed, Tech should 
explain to customer why we follow power. If Tech can see a different route is 
required due to obstacles unknown before arrival, Tech should run drop as 
required. 

b. If drop is rerouted and/or material has changed, Tech will simply add a detailed 
note in Virtuoso on the drop record. 
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11. Riser Cane / U-guard should be placed on the house to transition from underground up 
the house to NID. The riser cane should reach from ground to the bottom of the NID. 

12. Drop does not have to come out of MST up to a J-hook. 
a. Slack can be placed with MST slack and then ran down the pole if underground 

should never go up pole. 
13. 20 feet of slack should be left for the NID install. 
14. Mount NID. 

a. Preferred NID mounting point will be right next to the power meter, lining up the 
bottom of the NID with the meter. 

i. If position is not available, use your best judgement. 
15. Bring fiber drop into the NID leaving a 10” drip loop before entry point. 
16.  Strip fiber drop jacket back using your T-handle strippers and leaving 1” of cable jacket 

in the NID. Always leave 5 feet of buffer tube coiled up in NID. 
17.  Cut both white strength members to a length of 3” to use to secure drop into NID with 

zip ties. 
a. Be careful not to cut or break the buffer tube. 
b. Some NIDs have tie wrap spot to secure drop via jacket, not strength member lug. 

18. Strip back buffer tube and splice primary fiber to pigtail and verify light reading. 
19. Close and secure NID. 

a. Always write light reading and initials inside NID. 
20.  Do final walk around job site to ensure all garbage is picked up and tools are put away. 

Leave area better than how it was found. 
 

Underground Outside Drop Install without MST (Bury) 
1. Always Park van in direction of flow of traffic. 

a. Place cones, one in front and one behind van. 
2. Wear PPE – safety vest, hard hat, safety glasses, harness when more than 4’ off ground. 
3. Knock on door to make customer contact if possible. 
4. Always check meter number against meter number on work order to ensure you are at 

the right house. 
5. Perform a visual inspection of jobsite and take note of any potential obstacles and what 

tools you will need to overcome them. 
a. Discuss with customer to see if there are any facilities that couldn’t be located 

before digging. 
6. Always measure the drop to confirm correct length and select the correct drop cable. 
7. Drop will be installed into a closure, usually in a handhole, and fusion 

spliced to the assigned distribution/mainline fiber or appropriate 
output pigtail of a splitter. 
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a. Tech should mark the drop going out of the closure with house number using a 
tag or label maker, to allow for fast troubleshooting if required in the future. 

8. Drop should be installed into CUA owned conduit when available to customer’s house. 
9. When existing conduit is not available, drop should be plowed underground close to where 

the power is located at the house. 
a. If customer requests running a different route, Tech should listen and assess their 

reason. If nothing is preventing the drop being installed as designed, Tech should 
explain to customer why we follow power. If Tech can see a different route is 
required due to obstacles unknown before arrival, Tech should run drop as 
required. 

b. If drop is rerouted and/or material has changed, Tech will simply add a detailed 
note in Virtuoso on the drop record. 

10. Riser Cane / U-guard should be placed on the house to transition from underground up 
the house to NID. 

a. The minimum height should be 36”. 
11. 20 feet of slack should be left for the NID install. 
12. Mount NID 

a. Preferred NID mounting point should be near the power meter, lining up the top 
of the NID with the bottom of the meter. 

i. If this position is not available, installer should use their best judgement 
as to the best mounting location that meets building owner’s preference 
and protects drop and NID appropriately. 

13. Bring fiber drop into the NID leaving a 10” drip loop before entry point. 
14.  Strip fiber drop jacket back using your T-handle strippers and leaving 1” of cable jacket 

in the NID. Always leave 5 feet of buffer tube coiled up in NID. 
15.  Cut both white strength members to a length of 3” to use to secure drop into NID with 

zip ties. 
a. Be careful not to cut or break the buffer tube. 
b. Some NIDs have tie wrap spot to secure drop via jacket, not strength member lug. 

16. Strip back buffer tube and splice primary fiber to pigtail and verify light reading. 
17. Close and secure NID. 

a. Always write light reading and initials inside NID. 
18.  Do final walk around job site to ensure all garbage is picked up and tools are put away. 

Leave area better than how it was found. 
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Trailer/ Mobile Home Installs 
1. Use trailer stake if power pole is too far from the trailer. 
2. Install stake as close as you can to the trailer (do not put stake under trailer). 
3. Run fiber in from stake to trailer keeping the wire off the ground. (Do not install a fiber 

on top of ground.) 
4. Never put a hole on the side of a mobile home, entrance should be from underside. 
5. Repair underside insulation and barrier post drill & fiber pull. Make sure we leave 

underside of cable entrance as good or better than prior to work. 
 

Home Install 
1. Wear boot covers while inside customer’s home. 
2. Should always have ID badge on your person. 
3. Install wallfish from NID. 

a. Do not run inside cable at eye level on outside of home. It should be at a lower 
level out of eye site if possible. 

4. ONT and RG should be centrally located in home. 
5. Customer Education 

a. Educate customer on placement of equipment. 
b. Ensure any areas with weak signal are identified with customer. 

i. Offer Extender if required – inform of pricing. 
ii. Install if customer agrees to pay price. 

c. Explain cable routing and reasons for routing cables the way we do and the 
limitations bending fiber causes. 

d. Show customer speeds that they are receiving. 
e. Leave customer with information pamphlet. 

6. Clean up dust and trash after install. Leave home better than how it was found. 
7. Photos of the NID, ONT, RG and Extender if installed and the entry point (interior and 

exterior) of the fiber into the building will be required.  Other photos may be required as 
well, depending on the installation site. 

8. Light levels at the NID will be taken and a photo will be required. 
9. A speed test and a photo of the speed test will be required. 

 

Troubleshooting during in Home Install 
1. Verify light levels at ONT prior to escalating. 
2. Isolate customer wiring if a phone install prior to escalating. 
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Escalations 
Escalation procedure during home install or during onsite trouble call: 

o To be determined after contractor is selected. 
Escalation procedure after home install: 

 To be determined after contractor is selected. 
 
 

Contacts: 
1. CSA - 662-842-5962 
2. CSA - David Williams 256-714-5291 
3. CSA - Milt Johnson 952-693-6609 
4. CUA/FR Tier 2 distro - TBD@TBD.com 
5. FR NetEng Triage - 256-414-0231 (during business hours 9a-6p EDT) 
6. Adtran - 888-423-8726, Adtran.com 

 

Contractor Verbiage 
If drop installer is approached by customer: 
If Bury drop – they can inform customer a splicer will be out to splice the drop and thereafter, 
customer will be contacted by CUA to schedule the next phase of the install which is the home 
install. 
If Partial drop and aerial crew is asked – they can inform the customer that another crew will be 
out to bury the drop and thereafter, customer will be contacted by CUA to schedule the next 
phase of the install which is the home install. 
If Partial drop and bury crew is asked – they can tell customer, they will be contacted by CUA to 
schedule the next phase of the install which is the home install. 
If Aerial drop – they can tell customer, they will be contacted by CUA to schedule the next phase 
of the install which is the home install. 
If all stages of the drop are complete when the customer inquires, let them know they will be 
contacted by CUA to schedule the next phase of the install which is the home install. 
 
*If customer wants to know what home install entails, contractor can inform them that a 
technician will arrive on the scheduled install date, and they will put a little hole in the side of the 
house to run the internet cable inside and then will set up equipment inside the home.  They will 
make sure the internet is working and performing before exiting the premise.   
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Home Install Equipment 
 

Network Interface Device 
The Network Interface Device (NID) is where the drop cable terminates. It contains a bulkhead to connect 
the fiber drop to the Outdoor Ruggedized jumper that runs into the customer premise. 

 
 

 
 

Outdoor Ruggedized Cable 
The Outdoor Ruggedized cable connects the NID to the Optical Network Terminal (ONT) and will be 
routed, usually under the customer premise, to the designated ONT installation location. These cables are 
normally provided to the technician in multiple lengths, are pre-terminated, and individually packaged. 
These cables are typically equipped with SC APC connectors on both ends to connect the bulkhead at the 
NID and the optical port of the ONT. 
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Optical Network Terminal 
The Optical Network Terminal (ONT) is the equipment that converts the signal from the light that travels 
through the fiber network to a signal that can be recognized by the Residential Gateway (RG) and other 
devices inside the home or business. 

Types of ONTs: Voice, Non-Voice, and Outdoor. The Voice ONT has port to receive an RJ11 connector for 
voice applications. 

CUA will be using: ADTRAN ONT 622v (LINK) - Voice and ADTRAN 631q ONT (LINK) - Outdoor 
 

 

Cables 
The RJ45 cable is used to connect the ONT to the RG via the port labeled “WAN”. This is also the cable 
used to connect devices to the RG via the ports labeled “ethernet”. 

The RJ11 cable is what connects the ONT to the home telephone with voice packages. Note: This 
application requires a different ONT than standard data packages which do not include voice ports. 

Both cables are available pre-terminated in multiple lengths, but some installations may require custom 
length cables to be made onsite. 

 

https://portal.adtran.com/pub/Library/Data_Sheets/International_/I61287842Fx-8A_ADTRAN_622v.pdf
https://www.adtran.com/en/products-and-services/residential-solutions/optical-network-terminals/sdx-630-series
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Residential Gateway 
This is an example of a Residential Gateway (RG), also known as a modem/router. This is not only what 
provides the Wi-Fi connection to the internet but also has multiple ports labeled “ethernet” used to 
connect devices directly via RJ45 cables. 

CUA will be using: ADTRAN SDG RG 8612 (LINK) and ADTRAN SDG 8632 RG (LINK) 
 

SDG 8612                                                                                 SDG 8632 

 
Generally, the ONT and the RG will be installed close to one another in a centralized location at the 
customer premise to ensure the highest quality wireless coverage. Both pieces of equipment will require 
a power supply, which should be considered when choosing a location. Another thing to take into 
consideration is that the ONT has tabs that allow it to be mounted to the wall, while the RG will need to 
be placed on a solid surface with proper ventilation for cooling purposes. 

 
 

Extenders 
Wi-fi Extenders are also known as repeaters or satellites. Extenders are used to expand the reach of the 
network. They can be wireless (meshed) or hard lined via Cat6. Hard lined will always provide the best, 
most consistent results and speeds. If the extender is wireless (meshed) placement is crucial for the best 
customer experience. They are typically installed in houses with multiple stories, long/wide houses, older 
houses with hardwoods/sheetrock on top of wood walls, or houses with difficult installs and lots of 
interference (See Obstruction Table in Common Troubleshooting Tips). It is the install technician’s duty to 
verify speeds from a meshed extender and confirm RSSI less than -70 for best results. Most extenders are 
tri-band, but one of those bands is typically designated for back-haul to the RG. The extender will have an 
RJ-45 ethernet port available to hard-line customer equipment such as X-box, PS5, Computers, or TVs. 

https://supportcommunity.adtran.com/t5/SDG-Quick-Start-Guides-and-User-Manuals/SDG-8612-and-SDG-8614-Quick-Start-Guide/ta-p/38585?attachment-id=10962
https://supportcommunity.adtran.com/t5/SDG-Quick-Start-Guides-and-User-Manuals/SDG-8612-and-SDG-8614-Quick-Start-Guide/ta-p/38585?attachment-id=10962
https://supportcommunity.adtran.com/t5/SDG-Quick-Start-Guides-and-User-Manuals/SDG-8632-Quick-Start-Guide/ta-p/38955?attachment-id=11159
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Connection Diagram 
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Common Troubleshooting Tips 
If customer has BIP errors that keep increasing, then a technician will need to roll out to resplice or verify 
there are no excessive bends within the NID. 

If customer has mesh extenders (not hard-lined) and is reporting issues on that side of the house, then 
verify RSSI. Typically, you can view RSSI in the station or steering status of the RG. If the RSSI is above -70 
then speeds may lack, and issues may be more prominent. Resolve by selling customer a hard line or 
advising to move closer to main RG. 

Sometimes a customer may complain about dropping off the network with an extender. Depending on 
their location with respect to the extender and main RG, they could be in the middle of the handoff. The 
handoff is when you move from the area with the RG to be closer to the extender. Sometimes if a 
customer is right in the middle, it may drop and come back then drop and come back again. This causes 
confusion and issues for the customer. 

If a customer is reporting internet issues and they are pulling an IP address in the range 169.254.X.X then 
the device is not connecting to the network. This is called an Automatic Private IP address. 

If a customer is working off a hard line and is reporting speeds no greater that 100 mbps then there is a 
problem with the ethernet. Typically, this is due to a crimping issue or crossed pair and will be resolved by 
remaking the tips. 

If a customer is complaining about speed, then check the devices 802.11 protocol. If the device is 802.11n 
then typical speeds will range from 200-400mbps. If the device is 802.11ac then it will see speeds from 
600-900mbps. It is important for Tier 1 to evaluate the age of the device and its location with respect to 
RG’s and extenders. 

If a customer is reporting speed issues in certain areas of their house it is good to know/ask about certain 
obstacles. 

 

OBSTRUCTION OBSTACLE SEVERITY EXAMPLE 
Wood/wood paneling Low – medium Walls/ Doors 
Drywall Low Walls 
Clear Glass Low Windows 
Double/Triple Pane Glass Medium – High New windows 
Ceramic Tile Medium Bathroom/ Wall tile 
Concrete Blocks Medium – High Outer wall/ basement 
Mirrors High Any mirror 
Metals High Metal buildings, doors, etc. 
Water High Water heaters, aquariums 

 

It is common for a customer to be using an illegitimate streaming service. Examples include 
USTVGO.com, CouchPotato, CityLights, PixelTV, and Max Reloaded. These mostly use P2P sharing and are 
not supported. Most of the time this is on jailbroken Firesticks. Customer should be advised to use a 
source such as Hulu, Netflix, etc. 
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Common Phone/ VOIP Issues 
Static  
Static could be from loose connections, a pierced wire or even if the wiring has been wet. Check all 
connections carefully. 
If static is present on the line, it's possible that there's a hole somewhere in the wire insulation which is 
letting in moisture and causing a short. Follow the wire from the network interface device to the jack and 
look for holes. For example, if staples were used to fasten the wire to the wall, check for a staple 
puncturing the insulation. 

 
Dead Air 
This is usually from a short in the phone wiring. Maybe too much of the casing was stripped off and the 
copper from different colored wires is touching. Again, check all connections carefully. 

 
Buzzing Sound 
If a buzzing sound is present, the phone wire may be too close to a power wire or touching some metal. 
Check that all the colors are matched properly. 

 
Tips 
Short will have voltage. 
Open will have none. 
Ground is touching some other object (voltage is higher than normal = it may be touching another open 
wire/ If voltage is halved = it is touching metal, etc.) 
Ground-fault occurs when electricity finds an unintentional pathway to earth. A short circuit happens 
when electricity finds a low-resistance pathway through the circuit itself. 
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STANDARD SERVICE DROP 
Glossary 

Multiport Service Terminal (MST) — provides multiple fiber ports for service connections 

Network Interface Device (NID) — junction box usually installed outdoors for conversion from 
outdoor to indoor connection 

Optical Network Terminal (ONT) — device that converts between electrical and optical signals at 
the customer location 

Cat6 — Category 6 cable uses 4 unshielded, twisted-pair wires to carry up to 1 Gbps data signals 
up to 100 meters 

Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) — a device that can provide short-term back up electrical 
power for connected device, not provided by COOP 

Extender — a Wi-Fi range extender also known as wireless repeater/satellite is used to expand the 
reach of the network. Can be wireless (meshed) or hard-lined via Cat6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 MST  

 Phone  
 
 
 

 

LEGEND 

Drop From MST 
Outdoor Ruggedized Fiber Cable 
Ethernet / Cat 6 (RJ-45 Termination) 
Phone (RJ-11 Termination) 

   
   

(not supplied by ISP) 

  
A standard installation includes the ONT and Wi-Fi router, preferably 
installed in the center and the highest point of the home. 

Custom installations may incur additional charges based on labor 
and material. 

In the event of a power outage, the ONT and router will need to be 
powered by a generator or UPS to continue service. 

Outdoor Construction: 
Each location receives a single dedicated underground or 
aerial drop. 

Fiber path will follow existing utilities 

Installation of underground service requires a consultation 
appointment and construction prior to the interior installation. 

ONT 

Router 
 

  

NID 

 
 

Trench fiber, 
install new microduct, 
or use existing conduit 

Extender 
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Electric 
Meter 

Fiber House Drop 

Electric Power Service Mast 
NOT USABLE 

 
NID 

 

House Drop: Aerial 
 
 
 
 

MST 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electric Power Service 

 
Minimum 30" 

Spacing 
 

Fiber House Drop 

 
 

Mast Clamp 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

1' 1' 

 
NID 

 
 
 
Electric 
Meter 

J-Hook (Maximum: 4 drops per J-Hook) 
(Drop Clamp pulls from the side of J-Hook) 

Intermediate Pole(s) 
(When Applicable) 

Slack Loop (approx. 10") 

Place at first pole / last pole and every third pole 
(when applicable). 

J-Hook 
Straight-line Attachment: 1 J-Hook 
Angle Attachment: 2 J-Hooks ( 45 degree Spacing) 
(Drop Clamp(s) pulls from the side of J-Hook) 
(Maximum: 4 drops per J-Hook) 

House Attachment Aerial Detail 
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½ PVC - 3ft. ½ PVC - 3ft. Loop Tracer Wire 
behind Top Clamp 

Minimum Buried Depth 12" 
Tracer Wire Buried With Drop 

 
 
 
Electric 
Meter 

Handhole 
Drop Cable Slack Loop (approx. 10") 

 

Minimum Buried Depth 12" 
Tracer Wire Buried With Drop 

Loop Tracer Wire 
behind Top Clamp 

 
 

Pole House Drop: Underground Routing 

 
 
 
 

MST 

 
 
 
 

Loop Tracer Wire 
behind Top Clamp 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Splice Case 

 
 
 
 

House Attachment: Underground Detail 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Loop Tracer Wire 1' 
behind Top Clamp 

 

½ PVC - 3ft. 

 
NID 
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Drop and Installation Techs need to utilize the “Timestamp Camera Enterprise” App available in the 
Apple App and Google Play stores. It’s a free App and produces the below: 
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App Store Preview 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Google Play  Games  Apps  Movies E. TV Books  Kids 

This app is available only on 1he App Store for iPhone and iPad. 
 
 

Timestamp Camera Enterprise 
Add time that can't be forged 
:::rr M 
••••• 4.•82 . 4 K Rat rigs 

 
Free · Offers In-App Purchases 

 

Timestamp Camera Enterprise 
Bian Di 
Contains ads: 

 
4.6* 1M• '£ 

21.BKreviews Downloads Everyone0 
 
 
 

Install [:I Add to wishlist 
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Land15+ GRIDSTREAM RF 

    
 F03D2190 
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